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WRAPPER FOR SMOKING ARTICLE
BY

DANIEL V.CANTRELL

5

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is directed to a wrapper for a smoking article and

10 particularly an inner wrap for a smoking article to reduce spotting.

In the manufacturing of smoking articles, and particularly cigarettes, in the last

O few years there has been a considerable amount of detail paid to the wrappers for use

F.' in encasing a tobacco rod or other smokeable materials. There has been considerable

r{ concern for the reduction of secondary or sidestream smoke which is a by-product of

the combustion of a smoking article as well as selected additives to reduce fire

O propensity which are formulated into the cigarette wrapper. Moreover, there have been

5 suggestions of circumscribing tobacco rods with a plurality of wrappers wherein each

2 wrapper has certain additives therein to reduce this sidestream smoke as well as fire

propensity. However, in many cases the types of additives that have been added to

2 0 the cigarette wrapping papers have created off-taste or reduced the smoke quality or

created undesirable appearances in the smoking article.

For example, U.S. Patent No. 4,225,636 and U.S. Patent No. 4,505,282 teach

taste improvement in a smoking article by using a carbon inner liner in a smoking

article. And, U.S. Patent No. 5,172,708 teaches an improvement in the yellow spotting
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or staining with a double wrap cigarette paper wherein the inner wrap is comprised of a

mixture of wood fibers, specifically pine and birch.

Spotting of the exterior wrapper on cigarettes occurs over time by either the

tobacco pigment and/or flavor/casing additives transferring to the exterior layer of

5 paper. Spotting is accelerated by transportation/storage temperatures above QO^F and

high humidity. Temperatures of 120-130oF have been recorded during product transit

from manufacturer to the final end market, especially during summer months.

1 SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is an object of the present invention to pnDvide a wrapper that eliminates

ii 0 spotting of the exterior paper wrapper during transportation/storage of the smoking

O article.

2 It is another object of the present invention to provide a double wrap smoking

^ article wherein the inner wrap improves the taste quality of the smoking article and

simultaneously reduces spotting or staining.

15 It is a further object of the present invention to provide an inner wrap for a

smoking article wherein the inner wrap includes at least 50% by weight of wood fibers

and less than 50% by weight of flax. Preferably, wood fibers would make up from 55 to

85% by weight of the inner wrap fiber matrix with the remainder being flax. It has been

found that in manufacturing an inner wrap for the spotting/staining via a double wrap

-3-
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smoking article that tlie lower the basis weight of the paper and the higher the porosity

was desirable. For example, inner wrap papers having a basis weight of less than 1

5

gm/M^ decreases irritation from smoke as the basis weight is lowered. Moreover, inner

wrap papers having a basis weight of 12 gm/M^ demonstrated a lower irritation than an

inner wrap having a basis weight of 1 5 gm/M^ And, inner wraps of a mixture of wood

and flax where the fiber ratio was approximately 30% flax and 70% wood have been

found to be better tasting with less smoke irritation in comparison with inner wraps

comprised of a mixture of 50% abaca and 50% wood.

Double wrapped cigarettes using two conventional papers, made with flax or

wood, or a combination of both fibers, having normal burn additives (0.3-2.5% citrates

and 20-30% chalk), and normal porosity (10-120 Coresta) have been used in some

products marketed in the past and are to some extent, still practiced today. The

problem with using two layers of conventional papers is two-fold. First, the taste is

negatively affected, by an increase in irritation, dryness, and overall papery character;

and secondly, the smoke chemistry is changed by a substantial increase in mainstream

vapor phase smoke components.

One of the unique characteristics of the inner wrap of the present invention is

that it is made to have a porosity that would be normally associated with porous filter

plug wraps (5,000 to 160,000 Coresta). The advantage of using a high porosity inner

wrap is that much of the vapor phase components in the mainstream smoke are not

elevated.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

in the preparation of smoking articles of the present invention, a double-wrap

paper wrapper is wrapped around a tobacco rod wherein the outer wrap is a paper wrap

which includes either 1 00% of flax fiber or 1 00% wood fiber or a mix of flax and wood

fibers along with other additives, such as calcium carbonate, and is at a basis weight of

about 20-25 gm/M^ with a porosity in the neighborhood of 25-50 Coresta units with

other additives which may include burn additives, and the like. The inner wrap is made

up of from 55 to 85% percent, by weight, of wood fibers which includes soft wood, such

as pine, and hard woods such as eucalyptus. Moreover, the inner wrap includes from

about 1 5 to 45% by weight of flax. Preferably, the wood fiber is about 70% by weight

and the flax is about 30% by weight. Generally, the flax is selected from the group

consisting of bast flax fiber and shive flax fiber wherein the bast flax fiber is from 50 to

90% and the shive flax fibers is from 10 to 50%. Also, the inner wrap has a preferred

basis weight of from 12 to 15 gm/M^ and a porosity of from about 200 to 160,000

Coresta units. The two wrappers then circumscribe a tobacco rod wherein the tobacco

rod may be prepared from burley, flue cured, oriental, reconstituted tobacco, stems, or

any combination in order to obtain a smokable product.

The following examples are given to illustrate the present invention.

Examples 1-11
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Smoking articles were prepared using a double wrap paper wrapper on a

tobacco rod wherein tlie outer wrap is a paper wrap which includes 1 00% of flax fiber,

28% calcium carbonate, 25 gm/M^ basis weight, 50 Coresta units and 0.6% mixed

citrates of sodium and potassium. The tobacco rod is made up of 30% burley, 40% flue

cured, 10% oriental, 15% reconstituted, and 5% stem, A description of the inner wrap

formulafions examined were:

Examples 1-3 used approximately 50% abaca and 50% wood fibers, at

basis weights of 16, 13 and 12 gm/M^.

Example 4 used approximately 1/3 wood, 1/3 abaca and 1/3 flax fibers at

a basis weight of 13 gm/M^.

Examples 5-7 used approximately 40% abaca, 40% wood and 20% flax

fibers, at basis weights of 14, 13, and 12 gm/M^.

Examples 8 and 9 used 100% wood fiber at basis weights of 13 and 12

gm/M^.

Example 10 used approximately 70% wood and 30% flax at a basis

weight of 12 gm/M^.

Example 1 1 used the inner wrap of Example 1 0, but used a lighter weight

(21 gm/M^) outer wrap.
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In sensory testing, the different examples shown above, exhibited different

smoking characteristics depending upon the basis weight of the inner wrap and the type

of fiber(s) in the inner wrap. Example 1 1 clearly illustrates how a paper's basis weight

affects the overall smoking properties. Table I sets forth some of the different smoking

5 characteristics of the Examples.

TABLE I

EXAMPLE IKIKIED 1AID ADiNNcK WRAP
FIBER FORMULA

IMMCD \A/DAD

BASIS WT.
(gm/M^)

SMOKE SENSORY PANEL RESULTS

SMOKE
IRRITATION OFF-TASTE QUALITY

1 50 abaca/50 wood 15 8 8 Very poor

2 50 abaca/50 wood 13 6 8 Very poor

3 50 abaca/50 wood 12 5 8 Poor

4 33 abaca/33 wood/

33 flax

13 4 6 FAIR

5 40 abaca/40 wood/

20 flax

14 6 7 Poor

6 40 abaca/40 wood/ 20 flax 13 5 7 Poor

7 40 abaca/40 wood/ 20 flax 12 4 7 FAIR

15 8 100% wood 13 4 3 Good

9 100% wood 12 3 3 Good

10 70 wood/30 flax 12 2 2 Very good

11 70 wood/30 flax 12 1 0 Excellent

2 0 Key to Irritation and Off-Taste Ratings: (O=none, 1-3=low, 4-6=moderate, 7-9=higli

annount).

It can be seen from the above examples that Examples 1-7 show a strong

negative correlation with abaca content and smoke quality, driven by off taste. There is
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also a nice correlation with a reduction in irritation and improvement in smoke quality

with lower basis weight of the inner wrap. Also, strongly correlated with better smoking

properties are the use of standard cigarette paper fibers (wood and flax) as the fibers of

choice for the inner wrap. Example 1 1 clearly demonstrates the combination of using

5 the inner wrap of choice and a lower basis weight outer wrap.

It is to be understood that the invention is not to be limited to the specific

Examples shown, as the parameter set forth in the Examples may be varied by

appropriate changes or different levels of fibers used in the inner wrap.

-8-
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What is Claimed is:

1 . A smoking article comprising:

an outer wrap of a cellulosic fiber material

circumscribing an inner wrap comprising from 55 to 85% by

5 weight of wood fibers and from 1 5 to 45% by weight of flax,

said inner wrap circumscribing a tobacco rod.

2. The smoking article of Claim 1 wherein said wood fiber is about 70% by

r: weight and said flax is about 30% by weight.

3. The smoking article of Claim 1 wherein said wood fiber is selected from

^10 the group consisting of soft woods and hard woods.

iJf 4. The smoking article of Claim 3, said soft wood being pine.

5. The smoking article of claim 3, said hard wood being eucalyptus.

6. The smoking article of Claim 1 wherein said flax is selected from the

group consisting of 50-90% bast flax fibers and 10-50% shive flax fibers.

15 7. An inner wrap for a smoking article comprising:

from 50 to 85% by weight of wood and from 1 5 to

45% by weight of flax fibers.
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8. The inner wrap of Claim 7 wherein said wood fiber is about 70% by weight

and said flax is about 30% by weight.

9. The inner wrap of Claim 7 wherein said wood fiber is selected from the

group consisting of soft wood and hard woods.

5 10. The inner wrap of Claim 7 wherein said flax is selected from the group

consisting of 50-90% bast flax fiber and 10-50% shive flax fibers.

1 1 . The inner wrap of Claim 7 wherein said inner wrap has a basis weight of

from about 12 to 15 gm/M^.

1 2. The inner wrap of Claim 1 1 wherein said inner wrap has a basis weight of

0 about 12 gm/M^.

13. The inner wrap of Claim 7 wherein said porosity is from about 200 to

160,000 Coresta units.
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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

A smoking article particularly to eliminate spotting or staining and provide good

smoke quality includes a double wrap smoking article which includes an outer wrap of a

conventional cigarette paper and an inner wrap which is comprised of from about 55 to

85% wood fibers and 15 to 45% flax fibers, a basis weight of 12-15 gm/M^ and a

porosity of 200 to 160,000 Coresta or greater.
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Declaration UNDER 37 C.F.R. L63 and
APPOINTMENT OF POWER OF ATTORNEY

As a below-named inventor, I hereby declare the following:

• My residence, post office address and citizenship are as stated below, next to my name.

• I believe that I am an original, first and sole or joint inventor (if more than one inventor is

listed) of the subject matter which is claimed and for which a patent is sought on an invention

entitled WRAPPER FOR SMOKING ARTICLES, the specification ofwhich: (check one)

V is attached hereto.

^ was filed on

as Application Serial No.

and was amended on

• I hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the contents ofthe above-identified

specification, including the claims, as amended by any amendment referred-to above.

• I acknowledge my duty to disclose information which is material to patentability as

defined in Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, Section 1-56.

• I hereby claim foreign priority benefits under Title 35, U,S.C. Sections 1 1 9(a)-(d) or

365(b) ofany foreign appIication(s) for patent or inventor's certificate or 365(a) of any PCT
international application which designated at least one country other than the United States of

America, listed below and have also identified below any foreign application for patent or

inventor's certificate, or of any PCT international application having a filing date before that of
the application on which priority is claimed:

Prior Foreign Apnlicationfs^ Priority Claimed

(Number) (Country) FUing Dare (t>«y/Mowh/Year) (Yes) (No)

(Number) (Country) TiJing Date (D^/Monthnrear) (Yes) Qio)

• I hereby claim domestic priority benefits under 35 USC §1 19(e) of any United States

provisional Application(s) listed below:

Application Number Filing Date
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• I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code, Section 120 of any United

States application(s), or 365(c) of any PCT international application designating the United

States ofAmerica, listed below and, insofar as the subject matter of each of the claims of this

application is not disclosed in the prior United States or PCT International application in the

manner provided by the first paragraph of Title 35, United States Code, Section 1 12,

1

acknowledge the dxay to disclose material information as defined in Title 37, Code of Federal

Regulations, Section L56 which occurred between the filing date ofthe prior application and the

national or other PCT international filing date ofthis application:

• I hereby declare that all statements made herein ofmy own knowledge are true and that

all statements made on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these

statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are

punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under Title 18, United States Code, Section 1001

and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity ofthe application or any patent

issued thereon.

• I hereby appoint James R. Higgins, Jr., Reg. No, 29,264, Charles G. Lamb, Reg. No.

24,783, John F. Salazar, Reg. No. 39,353, Jeffrey A. Haeberlin, Reg, No. 40,630 and Thomas B.

McGurk, Reg. No. 44,920 as my attomeys, to prosecute this application and to transact all

business in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith, and I request that all

communications conceming this application be addressed to

U.S, Parent

Application or PCT
Parent Number

Parent Filing Date Parent Patent Number
(if applicable)Filing Daiff (Day/MonlhA'eaf)

John F. Salaaar

Middleton and Reutlinger, P.S.C.

2500 Brown & Williamson Tower

Louisville, Kentucky 40202

telephone (502) 584-1 135, fax (502) 561-0442
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Full name of first inventor: Daniel V. Cantrell

Inventor's Signature:
_ /L<^/^^^

Residence: 143 Boulder Cover, Macon Georgia 3 1220

Citizenship; U.S.

P.O. Address: 2600 Weaver Road Macon Georgia 3 1202
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